Compact & Portable Car Wash,
Waterproof Motorized Electric Automatic Cleaner Scrubber
IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

Warning! To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or injury:

• Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children. Do not allow to be used as a toy.

• Attach the brushes firmly before operation.

• To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not place battery charger in/near water or other liquids.

• Do not operate in the presence of explosives or flammable fumes or liquids.

• Always wear eye protection when using the scrubber. You may also use rubber gloves.

• Keep hair, loose clothing, and all parts of your body away from moving parts.

• Do not insert attachments/accessories when unit is running. Power off prior to changing accessories.

Important safety instructions for the battery, adapter, and charger.

• Do not store or carry battery, so that metal objects can come in contact or become exposed to the metal end.

• Do not place battery in aprons, pockets, drawers, etc. with loose nails, screws, keys (metal objects).

    The battery could short circuit causing fire, personal injury, or damage to battery.

• Never attempt to open the battery for any reason. If the housing of the battery breaks or cracks, immediately discontinue use and do not recharge. Contact technical support for assistance.

• Do not charge a battery if it is wet or shows any evidence of corrosion.

• Keep away from heat, oil or flammable objects.

• Do not incinerate the battery. It can explode in a fire.

• Make sure the adapter matches with the standard socket, the voltage of the socket and electrical source must in line.

• Never attempt to open the charger for any reason.

• Cut off the electricity before cleaning or maintaining the scrubber cleaner.

• Operate the system carefully near water or in a wet or damp place.

• Do not use the damaged wire and plug, if broken, should replaced immediately.

• Be sure to avoid exposure to excess moisture, and dry thoroughly after use.

• Keep away from any extreme hot, extreme cold, and sharp objects.
Our new electric car cleaning tool, whose brushes are driven by durable power rechargeable battery, can quickly clear the dirt and dust build-up, for a quick clean.

**PRODUCT & ACCESSORIES**

Please check the product list before you use the unit.

**Hard Brush**  **Soft Brush**  **Long & Hard Brush**  **Sponge Brush**  **12V Battery**  **Battery Charger**  **Adapter**

System comes equipped with four types of brushes, easy to be installed and switched between, according to various cleaning purposes.

![Diagram of the tool](image)

1. Brush
2. Screw
3. telescopic pole
4. button
5. Switch button
6. handle
7. battery
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HOW TO USE

1. Fix the suitable brush firmly per your requirement.

2. Insert the battery into the insertion slit in the bottom of the handle.

3. Turn on the electric switch, the brush will begin to rotate automatically.

The function of the brushes

Equipped with different brushes, suitable to clean all kinds of surfaces.

- Hard Brush: Brush is slightly hard, suitable for cleaning large areas of dust, mud and oil stains.
- Soft Brush: Brush is as softer for more delicate cleaning areas.
- Long & Hard Brush: long and hard brush, perfect for tire cleaning.
- Sponge Brush: Absorb water and finishes your cleaning process.

Ergonomic design:

The clamp-style button control located near the head of the tool can adjust the angle between the cleaning head and telescopic pole. When cleaning your vehicle, change the brush angle and make cleaning easier for those hard to reach areas.

Another clamp-styled lever button located in the middle of the tool can be raised to adjust the telescoping pole length.

BATTERY & CHARGING

This product uses Ni-MH rechargeable and recyclable batteries which can be charged many times to give long life and repeatedly full power whenever cleaning. The Ni-CD, Ni-MH batteries contained within this unit must be disposed of properly and not discarded in everyday household waste which may be disposed of in an incinerator or landfill site. The batteries can be harmful to the environment and can explode when exposed to fire. Do not incinerate.

The battery must be charged fully when it is charged at the first time.
2. Put the battery into the insertion slit in the bottom of the handle.

3. Turn on the electric switch, the brush rotates automatically.
MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE

Clean and dry the product and accessories after each use, to maintain optimum functionality and life.

1. Clean with a mild detergent and soft sponge.

2. Keep the product and battery clean.

3. Store indoors, in a safe and dry location.

Pyle Audio operates in continuous improvement for our products, so we reserve the right to change product specifications without prior notice, to provide a better customer and product experience.

Model: PUCCW12
Compact & Portable Car Wash, Waterproof Motorized Electric Automatic Cleaner Scrubber

Compact and Portable Cleaning System
Motorized Rotating Electric Head
Battery Operated with Heavy Duty Rechargeable Battery
Ergonomic Grip with Versatile Cleaning Ability
Includes (4) Switchable Brush Heads
Quick Brush Head Attachment and Detachment
Simple One-Button Press Activated Operation
Telescoping Arm, Extends an Additional 12.0''
90° Tilt Adjustable Cleaning Head
90° Swivel Adjustable Extension Arm
Marine Grade Water Proof Construction
Lightweight and Powerful
Rugged and Reliable Construction
Made for Cleaning All Vehicle Types
Works Great for Waxing and Polishing
Cars, Motorcycles, Scooters, Boats, Jet Skis, etc.

Technical Specs:
Marine Grade IP-7 Rating
Battery Life: Over 100 Minutes of Use
Charge Time: About 12 Hours
Battery Type: 12V, 2.6A (NI-MH)
Watt hours (Wh): 31.2, 2600mAh
Dimensions (L x W): 46.0'' x 3.5''
Weight: 11.0 lbs.

What's in the Box:
Motorized Electric Cleaner
Sponge Brush
Hard Scrub Brush
Soft Scrub Brush
Long Bristle Brush
12V Battery & Charger
Power Adapter
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